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INTRODUCTION 

This project was started in 2008 during a vacation visit to my home town of Leklebi- 

Kame in the Volta Region of Ghana. I was very inspired by the frequency and 

appropriate timing of the usage of proverbs among my people. I decided one afternoon to 

write down the proverbs that they were using. The peoples became very interested and all 

and sundry in the community came around to give their proverbs for documentation. At 

the end of the second day, the author collected 351 proverbs. Out of this, the project 

ensued by transcribing the proverbs into English and then finding their meanings in every 

day usage. Finally the author, who is an artist in his own rights, developed artistic 

symbols. 

The Ewe speaking peoples are found mostly in South Eastern Ghana, Southern Togo and 

Benin and in South Western corner of Nigeria around Badagri.  In Ghana, they are 

generally known to be very hard working people, very honest and straight forward 

people. They are generally farmers and fishermen along the coastal areas. But due to the 

poverty of their farming lands which happen to be on the hilliest areas of Ghana, coupled 

with early contact with missionaries who introduced formal education in t the country as 

a whole, the Ewes end up being very well educated people. One therefore finds a lot of 

Ewes in very high positions in the civil service and sometimes in the private enterprise 

too. 

 

Linguistic Map of EWE Speakers 

  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Gbe_languages.png
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1. Abo mekpe na wu ata o. 

. The arm is not bigger than the tie. 

    Meaning Try to know your place in society. Don’t try to be what you can’t be. 

 

                                                           

2. Adaata so ha, mo le eme.     

.Although the grass looks even, there are paths in between.   

Meaning;  Every problem has a way of solving it. All people are not the same. 

 

                                                                                                                                                 

3. Adzofu di aha vuu, amatsi woku ne. 

Adzofu looks for a drink so badly, they gave him a medicine instead. 

     Meaning: Greed or severe addiction can make some people go for bizaar 

solutions 

                                       

4. Afevemegbo, gbodome wotsina. 

A goat that belongs to two homes, is left unattended. 

     Meaning: A person who has not decided where they belong eventually belongs 

nowhere.  You cannot be partisan. Nobody can be totally neutral. 
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5. Afi du ke, Ke mevona le efe nkume o. 

. The mouse that eats a ruffia/ jute/ sisal bag, will always remember to eat others. 

Meaning: A bad habit starts early and remains forever. Bad habits are hard to 

overcome. 

                 

6. Afotude memu na De o. 

A stroke of the foot can not fell the palm tree.. 

Meaning: Very weak efforts should not expect great results. 

                    

7. Agbavito meduna anyanya o. 

. Do things according to your abilities. 

A trader who has a few goods to sell cannot lead a flamboyant life. 

Meaning: Cut your coat according to your size 

                 

8. Agbebadaa metia agbeto o. 

. Those who do bad things, also die in a bad ways. 

Meaning: The reward for bad deeds is death.  The wages of sin is death. 
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9. Agbebadaa metia agbeto o. 

A bad life does not overwhelm the person who leads it. 

 Meaning: It is not easy for a bad person to correct themselves. 

                                                           

                             

 

10. Ago bia De bia, gake Ago me daa ami o. 

 The hawk-palm is ripe and the oil palm is also ripe; but the hawk-palm does not 

make oil. 

           Meaning:  Don’t expect the same results from the things that look alike; they may 

not produce the same results. Not all that glitters is  gold.       

 

             

11. Agobaya mefoanu dzro o. Yaa do Agome. 

The hawk-palm/ fun-palm does not move by itself unless there is a wind. 

Meaning: Things don’t  just happen , they are provoked by other things. There is 

always a cause for an effect. 

 

                     

12. Ako be nemedi vu o ha, kpo yefe bleme da. 

The Parrot says, even if he is not bleeding, at least look at his red tail feathers 

            Meaning:  Even if the truth is not apparent at least look at the evidence. 
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13. Akota gbadzaa melo na hala o. 

It is not just the broad chest which entitles you to collect the heap of pork. 

           Meaning: It takes more than brute force to enjoy the best of life. 

            

                                                         

 

                                                          

 

14. Akpo be yeda de, gake yemekpo ndito hafi yava kpo fie toa. 

Akpo says, despite cooking palm-nuts, he couldn’t get breakfast as to assure him 

about dinner. 

Meaning:  A poor person who labors to work for the rich but remains poor with no 

guarantee of a change.    

 

 

15. Ale nyemitsi be yele gbome gblem ha, eya nuto fe  blenu sako. 

The sheep diarrhea all over the town to spoil it,  but its tail is also clogged up 

            Meaning: Whatever bad things you do to others actually reflect badly on you too. 
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16. Ame nutoe nyaa efe Amidolo tata. 

It is only the owner who knows how to smear her sleepy body oil. 

            Meaning: It takes tact to handle awkward situations. If you Cannot run fast, you 

must learn how to hide. 

 

 

 

17. Ame tso agble gbo medoa ha da o. 

A person who comes back from the farm should not call a tune.   

Meaning; A stranger or the guest should not set the agenda for the host.                                                                        

 

                    

 

18. Amedzro nkugaa, menyaa xodome mo o. 

. A stranger with big eyes, cannot know the secret paths of the community. 

Meaning: There are some secrets of a society that cannot be known to 

outsiders/strangers.              

             

19. Amekuku fotro megbea yome yi o. 

             A dead person who keeps tormenting the persons carrying it will by all means 

go into the grave. 

Meaning: Whatever the case,  everything comes to an end one way or the other. 
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20. Amemanoafe fe zemee wodana agbota le. 

     A person who is not at home, his pot is used for cooking the rum/goat head. 

     Meaning: If you are negligent, people can take advantage of you 

         

                       
 

 

 

21. Amenovi menoa atidzi/ Yokuti dzi wodua gbogboa o. 

Your own brother cannot be on the fruit tree and you eat the green fruits.   Meaning: 

Favoritism: If your brother is the one in charge, you will enjoy the  

best benefits. 

                     

 

22. Amenutoe nyaa efe avovuvu tata. 

It is only the owner who knows how to use his tattered cloths. 

Meaning: The same as #54. It takes tact to handle bad and awkward situations 
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23. Asi medina gbedzrogbe o, asidigbe asi dina.      

The market is not full of traders on ordinary days; It is full on market days. 

      Meaning: Great things don’t just happen, they have to be planned. 

         

                                                              

24. Asideka melea todzo o. 

            One hand cannot catch a buffalo. 

There’s no strength in isolation. One tree cannot make a forest. . One hand cannot 

kill a louse. 

                                     
 

25. Asitoako metsia akota o. 

           A hand that is used for thumping the chest in pride, does not remain on the 

chest forever. 

Meaning: You cannot make new soups with old bones.  You cannot survive on the 

pride of one event forever. 

               

26. Atifufu si tsi moto la, nya le enu. / Atifufu si le motola wome tso ne o. 

        A dead dry tree that remains by the road side, there is a problem with it. / A dry 

tree that is by the road side, they don’t cut it. 

Meaning: If you find a mature un-married woman in a town, there is a problem with her. 

If you find a mature un-married woman in a town, she may be the town helper / hooker.   
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27. Atoe be yemenyo o ha, dzosagbe ha woayo yi. 

          The shroe says he is not good, but when it comes to the day of making juju, 

they will call on/ look for him. 

Meaning: Something that one takes seriously for granted at one time can become 

extremely important at another time. 

                   

 

 

28. Avu dufu medua ga o. 

. A dog that chews bones does not chew a piece of metal.  Meaning: Know your 

limits. Don’t do things that are obviously beyond your means.                                                      

                                                     

 

29. Avulenu melea Dzata o. 

A good hunting dog cannot hunt down a Lion. 

          Meaning: Don’t attempt things which are far beyond your means. 

 

                                                     

30. Awako metsoa Koklovi wotsoa koklozi dane o. 

                

. A hawk cannot pick your chick and you throw an egg after it. 
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      Meaning: From worse to worst.  From frying pan to fire. 

 

                                        

31. Dadi menoa kevime wodoa aside nu o 

                             

Don’t bargain for a cut that is still hidden in a bag. 

       Meaning: Bargaining for something without a clear evidence.. Putting a price on 

something that you have not seen. 

 

 

 

32. Dadi metsaa kanami/akpasi o. 

            . A cat does not trade in fried fish. 

     Meaning: Don’t try self defeating projects. Don’t try self-destructive projects. 

 

 

 

33. De tsitsime aha nona. 

             The older palm trees, produce more wine. 

       Meaning: There is much widom with old age or maturity.  Older people generally 

have more wealth. 
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34. Dekanyonyo alo manyomanyo ha kpea nu. 

               Beauty or ugliness can also be shameful 

     Meaning: Every situation has its problems. 

 

                  

 

35. Detsoevi media ndifo dzoadzi o. 

An orphan cannot be too happy after breakfast.                 

                   

36. Devi ka akple gaa mekaa nya ga o. 

A child who cuts big mossels of “akple” should not cut big matters too. 

     Meaning: A child / a weak person should not sing a war song.  A child should 

not be mouthy by talking big matters of grown-ups that can cause a lot of 

problems. 

                  
 

37. Devi masetonu anokae kua to ne. 

A child who does not listen to advice, the thorn bush grabs his ears.  

     Meaning: There is punishment for the child who does not listen to advice. 

                                

38. Devi mekoa fofoa de abota be ne kpo So da o. 

A child does not carry the father on his shoulders to see a horse. 
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    Meaning: Don’t try to upset the social order by doing un-usual things 

                    Don’t try to undermine your elders in public to suggest you know 

better than them 

                                           

39. Devi menyenami de ame fe atadzi wotsoa he kpa ne o. 

           . A child does not sheet on ones lap and you cut it off with your skin. 

    Meaning:  Do not punish someone to an extent of badly hurting yourself too    

                      Do not give severe punishments that affect you badly too 

                               

 

40. Devi si nya asikoklo nyuie lae duanu kple ametsitsiwo. 

        . A child who knows how to wash his hands properly, eats with the elders.  

   Meaning:  A child who does not run his mouth/ talkative or gossips and listens carfeully 

can join the conversation or the chart of the elders. 

                                        

41. Devi tukui metso na kpedzrekpe o. 

             A small child does not carry “Kpedzrekpe”. 

     Meaning: Cut your coat according to your size.  Don’t over-burden yourself with un-

necessary things. A child should not try to carry the burden of grown-up sizes.. 
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42. Du desiade kple efe koklo koko. 

                 Every town with its way of cutting a chicken. 

      Meaning: Every culture or people with their ways of doing things. Different peoples 

do things differently.  

                                             

 

43. Dumenyo mesoa afe o. 

               A good foreign place cannot be like your own home. 

Meaning: Your final destination or priority must be your home. 

                                          

44. Dze/ Kpe/ Wu medina Fiavi yona o. 

Whistle/ trumpet / drum does not sound and the prince is in a hurry to go to the street 

to dance. 

    Meaning: Don’t be in a hurry for things which are yours or coming to you anyway. 

     

                                     

45. Dzigbodi wotso kona anyidi kpoa efe dokaviwo. 

            It is with patience that one dissects a bee to see its intestines. 

      Meaning: With patience you can achieve almost impossible things.                      
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46. Dzigbodi wotsona dea afokpa le Fia fe afo.  

              It is with patience that one removes the sandals from a chief. 

     Meaning: Patience pays. With patience you can achieve anything. 

                                                         

                                         

 

47. Dzivi mefoa vi fe dome o. 

             A mother does not bit her child in the stomach.  

      Meaning: A true owner of a thing will not destroy it.  

 

                  

 

48. Dzogbe De be nofenyoname enye dodede. 

    The Savannah oil-palm says, a place that is good for you, will make you grow 

faster. 

 Meaning: Good environment makes people prosper and develop 

                              

 

49. Dzogbede be , tefenyuie kpokpoe nye dodede. 
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The savannah oil palm says, a good environment is what promotes a fast growth. 

     Meaning: A poor man says a good place can make anybody big or prosper. 

                                               

 

                               

50. Fetriti mekona wu agbleto o. Ebine he de ne. 

        An Okro tree cannot be taller than the farmer. He bends the tree to pick the 

fruits. 

Meaning. A servant cannot be more powerful than the master. A wife cannot be 

stronger or more powerful than the husband. 

                       

 

51. Fie medaa aba,vie zona anyigba o. 

    A monkey does not swing on trees and the child walks on the ground. 

      Meaning: Like father/ mother, like son/ daughter.  Showing family traits. 

                                                                                                                                              

                                         

 

52. Ge metuaxo na Adaba o. 

                 The beard does not tell old adages to the eye brow. 

   Meaning: Strength or power is not based on physical size.. Wisdom is better than 

physical strength 
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53. Hlo madekotoku; kpakpla tse do, makplamakpla ha do. 

              Hlo/ Porcupine that you don’t put in a sack; carrying or not carrying it too is a 

problem. Whether you carry it or not, it will still shoot you with its quills.                                  

Meaning: An unpredictable situation. Whatever decision you make , there are severe 

consequences. 

                     

 

 

54. Kafawoku meka blafoto o. 

      The “Kafa” that is cooked with lumps in it, should not be blamed on the person who 

sold you the maize.  

   Meaning: Don’t blame the raw materials when you couldn’t use them properly. Don’t 

blame the teacher if you didn’t  do well in the exams. 

                                              

 

55. Klo kpodzi medea dzi o. 

 

The tortoise can look up but cannot go up. 

Meaning. Crying for the moon. Wishes ar not abilities. 
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. 

                                                  

 

56. Klokpofee nye klofofe. 

               . Wherever you see a tortoise, that is where you found it. 

Meaning: Wherever your luck comes, that is where you have got it. 

          

                  

                                         

 

57. Koklo be dzianidziani tae ye bobona hafi doa xo. 

          

. The chicken says that, it is because of humility that he bows down before entering 

its coop. 

    Meaning: Accept who you are with humility. 

                  

                                                  

58. Koklo fe nya medzona le awakowo dee o. 

               The chicken is never proven innocent in the court of the hawks./ The 

chicken is always guilty in the court of the hawks 

     Meaning: Don’t expect favours from your enemies. 
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59. Koklo ka koli dzi, eno fe atafu nue wokena do. 

A chicken that keeps scratching the dung-hill, will soon find the mother’s thie bones. 

    Meaning: If you keep digging too much into bad issues you will meet very bitter and 

unforgettable results. 

                       

60. Koklo no Peteewo dome mesiaa veve o. 

A chicken that leaves among vultures will soon start smelling like one. 

Meaning. One is bound to be influenced by the environment where they live. 

Usually refers to a negative influence. 

                                             

 

61. Kokloxo mekpea nu na Koklo o. 

 A chicken is never ashamed of its coop. 

 Meaning: One should accept their humble home/ beginnings with humility. 

                    

                        

 

62. Kokloxo mekpeanu na Koklo o. 
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The hen is never ashamed of its coop. 

 Meaning: Be proud of your humble beginnings. 

           

                            

63. Kokuvi be yetso asi nku ko gla le nukpom. 

Kokuvi says, he has covered his eyes with his hands and using his jaw to see. 

Meaning:  To know the truth but keep absolutely quiet. You don’t want an explosive 

issue to come from your mouth. See no evil and talk no evil.              

                      

64. Koli gogloe foa ba tana novia.  

It is the crooked knee / leg that splash the other one with mud. 

    Meaning: One bad situation can affect others around you. One bad nut spoils 

the broth 

                                                                             

 

65. Lo medziavi wodia abobo/akpa o. 

       The crocodile does not have babies that end up looking like a snail / fish. 

             Meaning: Each child follows the traits of their parents 

                              

66. Menye hawoyina woyina o. 

    Don’t follow the crowd 

         Meaning: Use your own judgment to do things. 

         Don’t  just do things because others are  doing so. 
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67. Menye vovo na kutae wogbea alo dona o. 

 It is not because of fear of death, that you stop sleeping 

     Meaing: Even though we know that death will eventually come, that is not why we 

should stop planning for long term events. 

                            

 

68. Modidi megbona du nuti yina o. 

A long journey will not go beyond its destination town. 

Meaning: There is a limit to everything.       

                               

69. Ne agble medidio la, wome kona tsigoga yina o. 

        . If a farm is not far, one does not take a big gourd of water. 

Meaning. Don’t use severe solutions for simple matters/problems. Find simple 

solutions to simple problems.      

   

                                                

70. Ne anyigba dzedzo la afo nto la nya. 

      If the ground is hot, the foot itself will know. 

           Meaning: Real knowledge is gained through experience 
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71. Ne Awusawo do asi name ha, wogblo na be Alabaraka. 

             Even if a Hausa trader has given you a price, you can say “Alabaraka”or ask 

for a discount. 

       Meaning: Even if one is born with some bad traits one can persevere to reprogram                 

them through training to drop them.     

 

                                     

 

72. Ne Da du ame kpola de wovona na Vokli. 

          If a snake has bitten you before, you should  be afraid of even an earth-worm. 

      Meaning:  Learn from your past experiences / mistakes. 

 

                  

 

73. Ne Nku gba ha, alo le me. 

                                        

Even if an eye is broken or blind, there’s still sleep in it. 

      Meaning: Nothing is absolutely useless even if they appear to be so.          

                               

 

74. Ne tsi gbona la, amegbletonu wopko na. 

If the rain clouds are gathering, you should look for them on the mountain where 

your farms are. 
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     Meaning: If good things are coming to the society one should seek for their 

own interest first. 

 

                                     

 

75. No amegbo medzea amenu o. 

            The thing/person that is with you is never appreciated. 

           Meaning:  Taking things for granted.  Non appreciative of things or people around 

you. 

                                                               

 

76. Nonlo mevona le kpovi nu o. 

 A leopard always has the spots.  

Meaning: Like father like son. Similar creatures exhibit common behaviors. 

                           

 

77. Nuka dim noti le wu gbogbo. 

   What does the nose need more than breadth/ air. 

       Meaning: The most essential things about life are very simple things 
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78. Nunyala medzea anyi le ko deka dzi zi eve o. 

 A wise person does not fall down on the same hill twice. 

       Meaning:  Learn from your past mistakes and don’t make the same mistakes twice 

                            

                    

79. Nunyanya kolikoli, de woxloanu mugamuga.        

A person who shows too much knowledge often makes a bad adviser.  

      Meaning: Don’t try to show that you are too intelligent, listen to others too. 

                                           

80. Nusi Dadi kpo hetso nku de adzoge la, numae Avu kpona heno wowom. 

                The thing that the cat saw and took off its eyes, is the same thing that is 

provoking the  dogs to back.  

      Meaning: Different people react to the same things differently 

                   

 

81. Sabala le nogoo ha, mo le eme.                                                                                      

The onion is round, but there are paths in it. 

          Meaning: Every problem has a softer way of solving it. 
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82. Tovi be zado, gake nodzido/ novi be zamedo o. 

               Your step-brother says it is getting too late, but your own brother says it is 

not too late. 

  Meaning: Friends and relatives are not the same. Blood is thicker than water 

                           

 

83. Tsi fo dze, ami le nukom 

Rain has bitten salt, oil is laughing. 

Meaning ; Don’t laugh at other peoples demise, the next agony/ misfortune  may 

be yours. 

                                  

84. Tsifokpe medea kpe tome o. 

     The heavy rain that bits the stone, does not seep deep into the  rock.  

     Meaning: Superficial things are not deep rooted. Not every rain storm brings good 

rains. 

                                 

 

85. Ve-Nukpes, Lo-Nukpes. (Ve fe Nukpe enye Lo fe Nukpe). 

     

The shame of the monitor Lizard is the shame of the crocodile. 

Meaning: The goodness or badness of your brother or sister reflects much on   you 

too                  
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86. Vi kple no metsona gbedeka o. 

      Achild and the mother do not start the same day. 

     Meaning: There is time for everything. 

            

 

                                  

87. Vidito, mewona tonugbe o. 

         A child that looks like the father, does not follow the foot-steps of the father. 

     Meaning: Everybody is an individual. 

 

                                        

88. Vivo nyowu ko. 

A bad child is better than burrenness. 

            Meaning: To have something which is bad is better than nothing at all. 

          

                  

89. Wobadaa, Kubadae wua ame. 

Those who do bad things, also die in a bad ways. 

Meaning: The reward for bad deeds is death.  The wages of sin is death 
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90. Wole To dim Hawo le bublum 

They are looking for Buffaloes, but the whart-hogs are making noise. 

Meaning:You are looking for serious problems or solutions while the trivial issues are 

cropping up. 

                                         

 

91. Wome doa vo tso wlona tsileze o. 

You can’t hide a boil on your balls from the bath tab. 

Meaning: You can’t hide all your secrets from everybody. You can’t hide  your 

sickness from the medical doctor. 

 

                                                       

92. Wome dona nu de Atsusi kple nu o. Ne edonu de atsusi kple nu ko o wu wo. 

You can not put your hopes on your co-wife’s akple/ porridge/ Ugali. 

     Meaning; Don’t expect solutions from your enemies. 

                                     

 

93. Wome noa tome no Lo fe nu dzum o. 

You don’t stay in a river and then continue abusing the mouth of the crocodile.  

Meaning: Don’t abuse your enemies while still in their territory. 

 

                                

94. Wome sebe ha woyina , woyina o. 
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You don’t just go because you heard others are going. 

    Meaning: Don’t just follow the crowd if there is nothing there for you. Make up 

your mind.        

                      

95. Wome tsona Tetakpui daa Gbo o. 

       Don’t throw the piece of yam after the goat. 

             Meaning: Don’t surrender your last ammunition to your enemies 

                           

 

96. Wome nyana ame fe avofodiwo le dutofo o. 

        . Don’t wash your dirty clothes in public. 

          Meaning: Don’t reveal your family secrets in public to everyone. 

 

                                      

 

97. Wometsoa anyidzefe kowoa anyimlofe o. 

Don’t take the place where you have fallen down as your final sleeping place. 

Meaning:  Don’t take the place of your misfortune as your final destination. Get up 

and move on. 

                          
 

98. Xli gidii mewua ablometi o. 

A lot of shouting, does not kill the big tree in the public place.. /  It takes more 

than a lot of shouting to kill the shade tree in the public place.  

 Meaning: Strong leaders are not brought down through ordinary public revolts. 
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99. Yowuyowu dee womona Ata. 

Hurry,  hurry, one misses the hole and peck the tie. 

            Meaning: Don’t be in such a hurry till you miss the point or target 

                                           

100.   Za medo hafi woado voe ahakpalawo o. 

It is not dark yet to blame the palm-wine tappers. 

      Meaning:  Be patient. Don’t come to conclusions too soon. Don’t be in too much 

hurry.  
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